FULL-TIME FACULTY
2022-2023 ACADEMIC YEAR

Day, Ned  
Great Plains Art Institute
Smith, Jerry  
Great Plains Art Institute

Ned Day, Department Chair

Bodle, Whitney  
Arts and Science
Hoesing, Lisa  
Arts and Science
Jurich-Pipeboy, Katarin  
Arts and Science
Klein, Nicholas  
Arts and Science
Leneaugh, Mike  
Arts and Science
Lester, Jerry  
Arts and Science

Lisa Hoesing, Department Chair

Heinert, Maureece  
Business
Wheeler, Sheila  
Business

Maureece Heinert, Department Chair

Schrader, Aimee  
Education

Cheryl Medearis, Department Chair

Cahill, Julia  
Human Services
Kornely, Liz  
Human Services
Stenstrom, Dwayne Sr.  
Human Services

Midas Gunhammer, Department Chair

Lost His Blanket-Stone, Royal  
Lakota Studies
Moves Camp, Richard  
Lakota Studies

Royal Lost His Blanket-Stone, Department Chair

Lavallie, Tashina  
Institute of Technologies
Spotted Elk, Anthony  
Institute of Technologies

Shannon DuBray, Director

Laura Dunn  
Nursing

Rhonda Jackman, Director of Nursing